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Abstract

Context—Family interventions have been found to hasten episode recovery and delay recurrences among adults with bipolar disorder.

Objective—To examine the benefits of family-focused treatment for adolescents (FFT-A) and pharmacotherapy in the 2-year course of adolescent bipolar disorder.

Design—Two-site outpatient randomized controlled trial with 2-year follow-up.

Patients—A referred sample of 58 adolescents (mean [SD] age, 14.5 [1.6] years) with bipolar I (n=38), II (n=6), or not otherwise specified disorder (n=14) with a mood episode in the prior 3 months.

Interventions—Patients were randomly assigned to FFT-A and protocol pharmacotherapy (n=30) or enhanced care (EC) and protocol pharmacotherapy (n=28). The FFT-A consisted of 21 sessions in 9 months of psychoeducation, communication training, and problem-solving skills training. The EC consisted of 3 family sessions focused on relapse prevention.

Main Outcome Measures—Independent “blind” evaluators assessed patients every 3 to 6 months for 2 years. Outcomes included time to recovery from the index episode, time to recurrence, weeks in episode or remission, and mood symptom severity scores.

Results—Analyses were by intent to treat. Rates of 2-year study completion did not differ across the FFT-A (60.0%) and EC conditions (64.3%). Although there were no group differences in rates...
of recovery from the index episode, patients in FFT-A recovered from their baseline depressive symptoms faster than patients in EC (hazard ratio, 1.85; 95% confidence interval, 1.04-3.29; \( P = .04 \)). The groups did not differ in time to recurrence of depression or mania, but patients in FFT-A spent fewer weeks in depressive episodes and had a more favorable trajectory of depression symptoms for 2 years.

**Conclusions**—Family-focused therapy is effective in combination with pharmacotherapy in stabilizing bipolar depressive symptoms among adolescents. To establish full recovery, FFT-A may need to be supplemented with systematic care interventions effective for mania symptoms.

**Trial Registration**—clinicaltrials.gov Identifier NCT00571402.

Between 50% and 66% of bipolar patients have illness onset before age 18, and between 13% and 28% before age 13.\(^1,2\) Early onset of illness is associated with an unremitting course of illness, frequent switches of polarity, mixed episodes, psychosis, a high risk of suicide, and poor functioning or quality of life.\(^3-10\)

The past decade has witnessed a remarkable increase in diagnoses of bipolar disorder in children and adolescents and, correspondingly, drug trials for patients with early-onset disorder.\(^11,12\) There has been comparatively little controlled examination of psychotherapy for pediatric patients. Among 35 families with bipolar children (aged 8-11 years), multifamily psychoeducation groups promoted better social support and access to health care than a waitlist control.\(^13\) Two open trials found improvements in mood symptoms for 1 to 3 years among bipolar children and adolescents who received pharmacotherapy, family skills training, and individual therapy.\(^14,15\)

In contrast, there has been a considerable increase in the number of randomized trials examining adjunctive psychotherapies for adult bipolar patients.\(^16\) Notably, adults given pharmacotherapy and family-focused therapy (FFT), a 9-month, 21-session intervention consisting of psychoeducation for the family regarding bipolar disorder, communication training, and problem-solving skills training had longer healthy intervals prior to recurrences than patients receiving medication and brief psychoeducation in one trial\(^17\) or medication and equally intensive individual psychoeducation in another trial.\(^18\) The 15-site Systematic Treatment Enhancement Program for Bipolar Disorder found that medication and up to 30 sessions of FFT, cognitive-behavioral therapy, or interpersonal and social rhythm therapy were more effective than medication and minimal psychoeducation in speeding recovery from bipolar depression, maintaining wellness, and enhancing functioning and quality of life for 1 year.\(^19,20\)

In a treatment development trial\(^21\) (N=20), we adapted the FFT model to adolescents (FFT-A), and showed that it was feasible, acceptable, and associated with improvements in mood symptoms for 2 years. In this article, we report results from a 2-site randomized trial of FFT-A and medication in comparison with enhanced care (EC; i.e., 3 sessions of family education) and medication for bipolar adolescents with a recent mood episode. We hypothesized (1) that adolescents undergoing FFT-A would recover more rapidly from episodes of depression or mania and have longer well intervals (without recurrence) than patients in EC, and (2) that treatment with FFT-A would be related to less time in depressed or manic moods and a more favorable trajectory of symptom severity scores for 2 years.

**METHODS**

**PARTICIPANTS**

Participants were adolescents with bipolar spectrum disorder with a minimum 1- to 2-week period of illness in the prior 3 months. Adolescents at the University of Colorado site were
recruited through direct referral by community psychiatrists or the inpatient units of Children's Hospital of Denver. Patients at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine site were existing patients or new referrals to the Child and Adolescent Bipolar Services Clinic. Recruitment was from October 2002 to September 2005.

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Patients met the following criteria: (1) aged between 12 years, 0 months and 17 years, 11 months; (2) a *DSM-IV* diagnosis of bipolar I, II, or not otherwise specified (NOS) disorder based on separate Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia, Present and Lifetime Version (K-SADS-PL) interviews with the patient and at least 1 parent; (3) concurrent physician diagnosis of bipolar I, II, or NOS based on a separate set of evaluations with the patient and parent (An adolescent was diagnosed with bipolar NOS if he or she had had a distinct period of abnormally elevated, expansive, or irritable mood plus 2 [3 if irritable mood only] *DSM-IV* symptoms of mania that caused a change in functioning, lasted for at least 1 day, and was present for a total of at least 4 days in the patient's lifetime. This operational definition of bipolar NOS was validated relative to bipolar I and II disorders and found to be associated with considerable psychosocial impairment in the Course and Outcome of Bipolar Youth study); (4) at least a 1-week episode of manic, mixed, or hypomanic symptoms or a 2-week episode of depressive symptoms within the past 3 months; (5) no severe psychosis lasting 3 or more months; (6) no evidence of mental retardation, neurological illness, or pervasive developmental disorder; (7) no substance or alcohol disorders in the prior 3 months; (8) no eating disorder or medical disorder requiring immediate hospitalization; (9) willingness to proceed with pharmacotherapy from a study psychiatrist; and (10) at least 1 biological parent or stepparent is willing to participate in family treatment.

This study was approved by the institutional review boards of both universities. All parents, adolescent patients, and siblings gave written consent or assent following a thorough explanation of the procedures.

INITIAL DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

Potential participants were screened during an initial telephone contact with the site's project coordinator. Then, trained research staff members (working alone or in pairs) administered the K-SADS-PL to the adolescent and, separately, to at least 1 parent. The interview time frame was lifetime, with current episode ratings based on the most symptomatic 1- to 2-week period in the prior 3 months. The mood sections of the K-SADS-PL were replaced with the K-SADS Depression and Mania Rating Scales (DRS and MRS), which offer more thorough coverage of current and past symptoms on 1 to 6 scales of severity and impairment. Evaluators also made 1 to 100 ratings of functioning on the Child's Global Assessment Scale (CGAS) for the prior 2 weeks, the most severe past episode, and the highest level in the past year.

Final K-SADS-PL, DRS, MRS, and CGAS scores were based on a consensus between the parents' and adolescents’ scores. When discrepancies occurred, the adolescent and parent were consulted conjointly or information from another parent or medical records was obtained. Patients were only included if the study psychiatrist and K-SADS interviewer agreed that a bipolar I, II, or NOS disorder was present.

All K-SADS diagnosticians and independent evaluators had at least a Master of Arts or psychiatric nursing degree. Interrater reliability for K-SADS MRS and DRS scores (51 ratings) was 0.97 and 0.89 (intraclass r), respectively, and k=0.70 for K-SADS-PL comorbid disorders. A midstudy check on rater drift between 10 Colorado raters and 4 Pittsburgh raters yielded 81% agreement on the K-SADS DRS and 76% on the K-SADS MRS.
PHARMACOLOGICAL TREATMENTS

Once accepted into the trial, a data manager at the University of Pittsburgh randomly assigned patients to pharmacotherapy and FFT-A (50%) or pharmacotherapy and enhanced care (50%) using a modification of the Efron biased coin procedure.27 Randomizations were stratified by study site (Figure 1).

Patients were treated by study psychiatrists for 2 years according to the best practices known at the time of treatment. Psychiatrists convened monthly teleconferences to review advances in the treatment literature and the diagnosis and management of difficult cases. Medications shown to be effective in bipolar adults and, when data were available, bipolar adolescents (eg, lithium, anticonvulsants, second-generation antipsychotics) formed the basis of pharmacotherapy plans. Adjunctive antidepressants and pharmacotherapy for comorbid attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder or anxiety symptoms were permitted. Treatment guidelines from an expert consensus panel were integrated when they became available.12

PSYCHOSOCIAL TREATMENTS

Family-Focused Therapy for Adolescents—Family-Focused Therapy for Adolescents consisted of 21 50-minute sessions (12 weekly, 6 biweekly, and 3 monthly) for 9 months and included the patient, parents, and available siblings. The goals of the first 7 to 10 sessions (psychoeducation) were to (1) encourage adolescent patients and family members to develop a common understanding of the symptoms, etiology, and course of pediatric bipolar illness and the precipitants for recurrence (including life events and high family conflict21,28-30); (2) encourage ongoing adherence with pharmacotherapy; and (3) conduct a relapse prevention drill in which the family agreed on principles for early intervention when prodromal signs of recurrence appeared (eg, arranging an emergency psychiatric evaluation). Later phases of FFT-A focused on communication enhancement training in which participants learned, through role-playing and between-session rehearsal, skills for active listening, offering positive feedback or constructive criticism, or requesting changes in each others’ behavior, and problem-solving skills training, in which participants learned to identify, generate solutions to, and implement solutions to problems in the family’s day-to-day life.

Enhanced Care—Patients in EC received 3 weekly 50-minute sessions of psychoeducation with their parents and siblings. These sessions focused on relapse prevention planning, medication adherence, and keeping the home environment low in conflict. Adolescents and family members in FFT-A and EC could receive additional family or individual crisis sessions as needed throughout the 2-year study.

Therapist Training and Fidelity—All clinicians underwent standardized training on the FFT-A and EC manuals during a 2-day pretrial seminar, and then carried at least 2 cases with weekly group supervision during a treatment development trial.21,30 Therapist fidelity was tracked via audiotape review and ratings on the 13-item Therapist Competency and Adherence Scales31 that range from 1 (poor adherence) to 7 (excellent adherence). Interrater reliability (intraclass r) for the scales ranged from 0.74 to 0.98. During the treatment development trial, mean (SD) Therapist Competency and Adherence Scale ratings for the Pittsburgh therapists were 5.0 (1.3) (good adherence, based on 20 session ratings) and for the Colorado therapists, 5.1 (0.6) (27 ratings). During the randomized trial, independent fidelity judgments of 60 FFT-A or EC sessions from Colorado and Pittsburgh revealed no site differences in general therapist skills (P=.19; range, 5.5-6.3), overall fidelity (P=.29; range, 5.0-5.9), or any other Therapist Competency and Adherence Scale (P>.10 for all).

Assessment of Primary Outcomes—An independent evaluator interviewed the patients and at least 1 parent at study entry (covering the prior 3 months), every 3 months in year 1,
and every 6 months in year 2 using the Adolescent Longitudinal Interval Follow-up Evaluation\textsuperscript{10,32} and the K-SADS DRS and MRS interviews. The evaluator, who was unaware of treatment assignments, rated each week of the prior 12 weeks (year 1) or 26 weeks (year 2) on the Adolescent Longitudinal Interval Follow-up Evaluation Psychiatric Status Rating scales (PSR) covering the severity of mania, hypomania, and major depression symptoms (ratings from 1-6). Ratings reflected a consensus between patient and parent reports. Ratings of 1 or 2 indicated asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic states; 3 or 4, subthreshold symptoms and impairment; and 5 or 6, fully syndromal states with varying severity and impairment. Reliabilities for PSR ratings, established previously, were 0.74 for depressive episodes and 0.91 for manic or hypomanic episodes (8 patients, 53 ratings).\textsuperscript{10}

Clinical status designations at study entry and follow-up were based on the presence or absence of DSM-IV criteria for depression, mania, or hypomania during that 3- or 6-month interval. Recovery was assigned once all the PSR mood scales (depression and mania or hypomania) were 2 or lower for 4 or more consecutive weeks. This designation was subdivided into recovery from initial depressive symptoms (PSR depression scale ≤2 for ≥4 weeks) and recovery from initial mania symptoms (PSR mania or hypomania scales ≤2 for ≥4 weeks), which could occur at different times. Recurrence was assigned if, after a 4-week or greater period of recovery, PSR scores were 5 or greater for 1 or more weeks for mania or hypomania or 2 or more weeks for depression. We also calculated the number of weeks during the 2-year study that patients spent depressed (PSR depression score ≥5), manic (PSR mania or hypomania score ≥5), or well (free of significant depression or mania symptoms; PSR score ≤2).

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

Time to recovery from the index episode was calculated as the number of weeks from randomization until the patient met the 4-week recovery criteria above. Separate calculations were made for time to recovery from index depression symptoms and index mania symptoms. Time to recurrence was calculated as weeks from onset of recovery to onset of an acute episode (PSR scores ≥5 for ≥1 week for mania or hypomania or ≥2 weeks for depression). Patients who did not have a recovery or recurrence or who left the study prematurely were censored at the point of their final research assessment. All randomized patients were included in the at-risk sample.

Cox proportional hazards models\textsuperscript{33} estimated the independent effect of psychosocial treatment group on time to recovery or recurrence after controlling for the effects of site, sex, initial medications, baseline illness polarity, and baseline levels of depressed or manic or hypomanic mood. Baseline mood scores were calculated as the most severe Adolescent Longitudinal Interval Follow-up Evaluation PSR score (calculated separately for depression and mania) recorded for a single week within a maximum of 5 weeks prior to randomization (for the 40 patients for whom prerandomization PSR scores were available) or a maximum of 5 weeks after randomization (for the 18 patients for whom prerandomization PSR scores were unavailable).

Our secondary hypothesis was that patients in FFT-A would spend proportionally less time in episodes and have less severe mood symptoms than patients in EC during the 2-year study. Prior studies suggested that these treatment effects would be stronger for depression than for mania symptoms.\textsuperscript{17,20} Poisson regression models\textsuperscript{34} were used to compare the groups regarding the number of weeks in depressive episodes, number of weeks in manic or hypomanic episodes, the number of weeks well (all PSR mood scores ≤2), weeks free of depression symptoms, and weeks free of mania or hypomania symptoms, adjusted for total weeks in the study.

Group comparisons of weekly mania and depression PSR scores were undertaken using mixed-effects regression (growth curve) models with random patient effects\textsuperscript{35} using the Proc Mixed
application in the SAS/STAT software (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, North Carolina).\textsuperscript{36} Covariates included site, sex, baseline mood severity, baseline polarity, bipolar subtype (I, II, or NOS), and initial medication regimens. With 29 participants in each treatment arm, mixed-effects regression models had 80% power to detect a 0.75 SD group difference in means (2-tailed $P<.05$).

## RESULTS

### STUDY SAMPLE

Participants were 58 adolescents (33 girls [56.9%] and 25 boys [43.1%]; 35 [60.3%] from Colorado, 23 [39.7%] from Pittsburgh) with bipolar I (n=38, 65.5%), bipolar II (n=6, 10.3%), or bipolar NOS disorder (n=14, 24.1%) with a mean (SD) age of 14.5 (1.6) years (Table 1). The mean (SD) CGAS score for the 2 weeks prior to randomization was 57.8(11.1) (range, 35-95); for the most severe past episode, it was 44.9(12.9) (range, 35-95). Patients who began the study in depressed, manic, mixed, or subsyndromal states did not differ in current (2-week) CGAS scores ($F_{3,51}=1.13$, $P=.34$), nor did patients with bipolar I, or bipolar II or NOS disorder ($t_{56}=0.14$, $P=.89$).

The 58 included adolescents did not differ significantly from the 68 who were excluded (Figure 1) in age ($P=.08$), sex ($P=.54$), or racial or ethnic distribution ($P=.41$). Exclusions were equally common at the Colorado (45/80, 56.3%) and Pittsburgh (23/46, 50.0%) sites ($\chi^2=0.46$, $P=.50$).

### BASELINE COMPARISONS OF TREATMENT GROUPS AND SITES

Patients randomly assigned to FFT-A (n=30) and EC (n=28) did not differ in any of the demographic or illness variables listed in Table 1. The groups did not differ at randomization on the proportion treated with 1 vs 2 mood stabilizers ($P=.12$), atypical antipsychotics ($P=.38$), or adjunctive antidepressants ($P=.09$). There were no site differences or interactions between treatment and site on any baseline clinical, demographic, or medication variable ($P>.10$ for all).

### STUDY ATTENTION AND TREATMENT COMPLETION

As indicated in Table 2 and Figure 1, 48 of 58 (82.8%) adolescents completed 1 year of treatment and follow-up, and 36 of 58 (62.1%) completed 2 years. These proportions did not differ across the treatment groups in either year ($P=.90$ and $P=.61$, respectively) or across the sites in either year ($P=.15$ and $P=.87$, respectively). Rates of 2-year study completion were 60% in the FFT-A group (18/30) and 64.3% in the EC group (18/28) ($P=.73$). Patients were followed for a mean (SD) of 83.8(31.9) weeks in FFT-A and 81.8(32.1) weeks in EC ($P=.83$). There were no statistically significant associations between duration of participation and sex, age, race, ethnicity, bipolar subtype, or baseline mood symptoms.

The mean (SD) number of psychotherapy sessions (including nonprotocol crisis contacts) for patients in FFT-A was 19.3(7.8) (median, 21), and in EC, 4.96(3.68) (median, 3). Patients in EC obtained a mean (SD) of 0.88 (1.86) extra family crisis sessions and 0.96(2.27) individual crisis sessions; the corresponding numbers for the FFT-A group were 0.25(0.61) and 0.79 (2.32), respectively. There was no difference between the sites ($P=.09$) and no treatment × site interaction for number of psychotherapy sessions ($P=.23$). The number of pharmacotherapy visits during the 2-year study (mean [SD], 13.4[9.4]; range, 1-48) did not differ across the FFT-A and EC conditions ($P=.89$), sites ($P=.29$), or psychosocial conditions stratified by site ($P=.42$).
PSYCHOSOCIAL TREATMENT AND RECOVERY

Of the 58 patients, 53 (91.4%) had a full recovery from the index mood episode (all PSR mood scales ≤2 for ≥4 weeks) during the 2-year study. The mean (SE) time to recovery was 19.8 (3.28) weeks. Patients in FFT-A and EC did not differ in time to full recovery ($\chi^2=0.95; P=.33$; hazard ratio [HR], 1.33; mean [SE] FFT-A duration, 17.4 [3.74] weeks; mean [SE] EC duration, 22.3 [5.40] weeks).

The rate of recovery from index episode depression symptoms was high in both the FFT-A (30/30, 100.0%) and EC (25/28, 89.3%) conditions. However, patients in FFT-A experienced more favorable and rapid recovery from index depressive symptoms than patients in EC ($\chi^2=4.36; P=.04$; HR, 1.85; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.04-3.29) (Figure 2). The mean (SE) time to depression recovery in FFT-A was 10.2 (2.1) weeks (25th percentile of median, 2 weeks; 95% CI, 1-4) and in EC, 14.1 (3.34) weeks (25th percentile of median, 4 weeks; 95% CI, 3-4). There was no effect of site ($P=.81$) and no interaction between treatment and site ($P=.55$) regarding recovery from depressive symptoms.

There were no interactions between treatment group and baseline PSR depression scores ($P=.67$) or treatment group and baseline illness polarity ($P=.83$) for time to recovery from depression. In the subsample of 18 patients with a major depressive episode prior to randomization, the mean (SE) time to depression recovery was 5.7 (1.68) weeks in FFT-A and 9.2 (2.86) weeks in EC (HR, 2.18; 95% CI, 0.75-6.27).

There was no interaction between treatment group and bipolar subtype (I vs II or NOS) in time to recovery from index depression symptoms ($\chi^2=1.60; P=.21$). The mean (SE) time to recovery within the bipolar I subgroup (n=38) was 10.6 (2.71) weeks (25th percentiles of median, 2.5; 95% CI, 1-4) for FFT-A and 13.4 (4.08) weeks (25th percentile of median, 4; 95% CI, 1-4) for EC (HR, 1.48; 95% CI, 0.7-3.0). For the bipolar II and NOS patients (n=20), the mean (SE) times to recovery were 9.4 (3.41) weeks (25th percentile of median, 2; 95% CI, 0-6) for FFT-A and 8.1 (1.62) weeks (25th percentile of median, 4; 95% CI, 4-7) for EC (HR, 2.83; 95% CI, 0.9-8.5).

By 1 year, 29 of 30 (96.7%) of the patients in FFT-A and 28 of 28 (100%) of the patients in EC met the 4-week recovery criteria for mania or hypomania. The group difference in time to recovery from mania, although favoring FFT-A (mean [SE], 7.6 [1.37] weeks; for EC, 13.79 [3.54] weeks), did not reach significance ($\chi^2=2.53; P=.11$; HR, 1.58; 95% CI, 0.9-2.8). There were no interactions between treatment and index polarity ($P=.48$) or treatment and bipolar subtype ($P=.52$) in time to recovery from mania symptoms.

PSYCHOSOCIAL TREATMENT AND RECURRENT

Of the 53 adolescents who achieved 4 weeks of full recovery, 26 (49.1%) had at least 1 recurrence in 2 years. Of these, 20 (37.7%) had a recurrence of depression and 15 (28.3%) had a recurrence of mania (n=12) or hypomania (n=3). The mean (SE) time between onset of recovery and recurrence was 62.4 (7.43) weeks. There was no effect of psychosocial treatment on time to any mood disorder recurrence ($\chi^2=0.59; P=.48$; HR, 0.74), depression recurrence ($\chi^2=0.11; P=.74$; HR, 0.85) or mania or hypomania recurrence ($\chi^2=0.34; P=.56$; HR, 1.36).

Consistent with our hypotheses, patients in FFT-A spent less time in acute states of depression (estimate, 3.3 weeks; 95% CI, 2.7-4.0) during the 2-year study than patients in EC (5.0 weeks; 95% CI, 4.2-5.9; $\chi^2=13.03; P<.001$). Patients in FFT-A and EC did not differ in the number
of weeks free from all mood disorder symptoms ($\chi^2 = 1.30, P = .25$). Patients in FFT-A, however, spent more time (average, 70.3% of total weeks) without symptoms of depression (estimate, 52.6 weeks; 95% CI, 50.0-55.4) than patients in EC (average, 66.3% of total weeks; estimate, 48.3 weeks; 95% CI, 45.7-51.0; $\chi^2 = 5.93, P = .02$).

There were no interactions between treatment group and polarity of the index episode ($P = .77$) or treatment group and bipolar subtype ($P = .68$) in the number of depression-free weeks. Notably, patients in FFT-A who began the study in a syndromally depressed state had more depression-free weeks (mean [SD], 53.8 [27.9] weeks) at follow-up than patients in EC who began in a depressed state (mean [SD], 44.7 [35.2] weeks). Comparable effects of FFT-A were not observed for time spent in manic episodes ($P = .91$) or time spent remitted from manic episodes ($P = .16$).

**LONGITUDINAL TRAJECTORY OF MOOD SYMPTOMS**

Patients in FFT-A had greater overall reductions in mood severity scores (the worst score recorded for the mania, hypomania, or depression PSR scales for each week of follow-up) than patients in EC over 2 years ($F_{1,5017} = 7.49, P = .006$). This treatment x time interaction was independent of the main effects of baseline depression ($F_{1,51} = 12.90, P < .001$) or baseline mania or hypomania symptoms ($F_{1,51} = 3.68, P = .06$) on mood severity scores at follow-up. The treatment x time interaction was equally robust ($F_{3,48} = 1.20, P = .31$). There was no main effect of site ($P = .27$) or bipolar I vs II or NOS subtype ($P = .28$) on the trajectory of mood symptom scores.

Decomposing the overall mood symptom score revealed that FFT-A was associated with a more favorable trajectory of PSR depression scores, even when baseline depression scores were covaried (treatment x time interaction, linear effect, $F_{1,5014} = 9.23, P = .002$; quadratic effect, $F_{1,5014} = 4.70, P = .03$; difference in $-2 \log$-likelihood $= 14.0, P < .001$; Figure 3). The groups did not differ in the trajectory of mania or hypomania symptoms for 24 months ($F_{1,5044} = 0.003, P = .96$).

**EFFECTS OF MEDICATION REGIMENS**

At the 12-month follow-up, patients in FFT-A and EC did not differ in the likelihood of treatment with 1 vs 2 mood stabilizers ($P = .99$), antipsychotics ($P = .89$), antidepressants ($P = .99$), or anxiolytics ($P = .49$). The effects of FFT-A on speed of recovery from depression did not change when antidepressant exposure at baseline (present or absent) and initial PSR depression scores were covaried ($\chi^2 = 3.87, P = .05$; HR, 1.84). Moreover, FFT-A remained associated with more mean (SD) weeks free of depressive symptoms (52.7 [3.9]) than EC (48.2 [3.8]) ($\chi^2 = 5.88, P = .02$) and fewer mean (SD) weeks in depressive states (3.12 [0.93]) than EC (5.3 [1.5]) ($\chi^2 = 18.48, P < .001$) after including these covariates in Poisson models.

A mixed-effects regression model, including baseline PSR depression scores, site, bipolar I or II or NOS subtype, number of mood stabilizers per patient, atypical antipsychotics, and presence or absence of antidepressant exposure as covariates revealed a strong psychosocial group x time interaction on PSR depression scores for 2 years (linear trend, $F_{1,5014} = 9.08, P = .003$; quadratic trend, $F_{1,5014} = 4.62, P = .03$; difference in $-2 \log$-likelihood ratio test for treatment effects, 13.8; $P < .01$). These interactions indicate greater stabilization in the FFT-A than the EC condition.
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COMMENT

To our knowledge, this is the first randomized controlled trial of a psychosocial intervention for adolescent bipolar disorder. We examined the effectiveness of medication and FFT-A, a psychosocial intervention originally developed for adults, in 58 bipolar adolescents followed for 2 years after an illness episode. The FFT-A was administered with high levels of therapist fidelity across 2 sites. In comparison with adolescents treated with medication and 3 sessions of family psychoeducation (EC group), patients in FFT-A had shorter times to recovery from depression, less time in depressive episodes, and lower depression severity scores for 2 years. Naturalistic studies find that 70% to 100% of bipolar children and adolescents recover from acute episodes within 1 to 5 years. However, the speed and quality of recovery may be enhanced by involving the family in psychoeducational treatment.

The results are similar to those of recent trials comparing intensive psychotherapy to brief psychoeducation or routine care for bipolar adults. In the multisite Systematic Treatment Enhancement Program for Bipolar Disorder study, patients (N=293) who began in a bipolar depressive episode and who received medication and up to 30 sessions of psychotherapy (FFT, interpersonal therapy, or cognitive-behavior therapy) had more rapid recoveries from depressive episodes than patients who received medication and 3 psychoeducational sessions. Much like the Systematic Treatment Enhancement Program for Bipolar Disorder, the present study found effects of FFT-A on depression symptoms, but not mania symptoms.

To enhance full symptomatic and functional recovery among adolescents, FFT-A may need to be supplemented with collaborative care interventions found effective in mania stabilization. Notably, 2 trials of systematic care management for adults with bipolar I disorder found that the combination of group psychoeducation, prodromal symptom monitoring, and systematic application of pharmacotherapy guidelines was more effective than usual care in reducing the severity and duration of manic symptoms. In contrast, the emphasis in FFT-A on reducing conflict in family relationships, enhancing social supports, and teaching interpersonal skills may underlie its stronger effects on bipolar depression.

We did not examine whether the effects of family intervention on time to recovery or symptom severity translated into differences in functioning or quality of life among teens, as we had observed among bipolar adults. DelBello et al observed that 86% of bipolar adolescents recovered syndromally in the year after an acute episode, but only 41% achieved functional recovery. Future studies should consider the course of adolescent functioning, notably during the transition to adulthood, in patients treated with FFT-A or other psychosocial interventions.

The conclusions from this study are tempered by several limitations. First, there was considerable variability in the clinical status of patients at entry: 43% (n=25) had subsyndromal episodes, 31% (n=18) had depressive episodes, and 12 (21%) had manic episodes; 38 of 58 (65.5%) had bipolar I disorder. This heterogeneity is not atypical in samples of bipolar youth. We saw no evidence that pretreatment clinical status moderated the effects of FFT-A on symptom outcomes. However, our design was underpowered to detect treatment by baseline polarity (or treatment by bipolar subtype) interactions that, for a moderate effect size (Cohen's $d=0.5$, $P<.05$), would have required 64 patients in each of 4 cells, or 256 participants.

By design, this study did not equate the treatment conditions with number of therapy contacts. Thus, we were unable to determine whether the effects of FFT-A were due to its specific content, nonspecific factors such as the therapist-patient working alliance, or simply its greater number of contact hours (21 hours vs 3 hours in EC) and by extension, greater opportunities for therapists to communicate changes in patients’ mood states to the treating psychiatrists. Brief interventions such as EC are typically associated with only a 20% improvement rate in
childhood mood disorders.\textsuperscript{10,46,47} Possibly, a more intensive EC treatment with the same amount of therapist contact and prodromal symptom monitoring as FFT-A, but without the additional skills training components, would have performed just as well in reducing time to recovery and episode length.

The issue of therapy specificity is particularly important in light of Goodyer and colleagues\textsuperscript{46} finding that a 9-session nonspecific care intervention in combination with a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor performed just as well as 19 sessions of cognitive-behavior therapy plus a selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor in stabilizing major depression among adolescents. In contrast, a randomized trial in bipolar, manic adults found that 21 sessions of FFT and medication were more effective than a time-matched, 21-session individual psychoeducational treatment and medication in preventing recurrences and rehospitalizations for 2 to 3 years.\textsuperscript{18} Comparisons of active and control treatments of identical duration and frequency, and systematic examination of treatment mediators (that in prior FFT studies have included improvements in family communication and medication adherence\textsuperscript{16,17}) would help to disentangle the contributions of treatment content vs frequency to the outcomes of adolescents with bipolar disorder.

Although pharmacotherapy was administered by study psychiatrists who followed best-practice guidelines, regimens could be modified at any point during the study based on clinical need. Patients in FFT-A and EC did not differ in medication regimens at the time of randomization or at the 12-month follow-up, nor did baseline regimens account for the effectiveness of FFT-A. Nonetheless, group differences in drug dosages or adherence might have emerged at any point during the 2-year follow-up. Future research should examine whether intensive psychosocial intervention in the interval following an acute episode enhances pharmacological adherence or reduces the later need for complex pharmacotherapy among pediatric bipolar patients.
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Figure 1.
CONSORT diagram. FFT-A indicates family-focused therapy for adolescents; EC, enhanced care.
Figure 2.
Time to recovery from depressive symptoms at study intake (N=58; mean (SD), 12.4 (17.1) weeks). After accounting for baseline depression severity, site, and sex, a Cox proportional hazards model indicated that patients receiving family-focused treatment for adolescents (FFT-A, n=30) and medication recovered from their baseline depressive symptoms faster than patients in enhanced care (EC, n=28) and medication ($\chi^2=4.36; P=.04$; hazard ratio, 1.85; 95% confidence interval, 1.04-3.29).
Figure 3. Longitudinal trajectory of Psychiatric Status Ratings (PSR) from the Adolescent Longitudinal Interval Follow-up Evaluation (N=58). Family-focused treatment for adolescents (FFT-A) was associated with a more favorable trajectory of PSR depression scores than enhanced care (EC) (treatment × time interaction, linear effect, $P=.002$; quadratic effect, $P=.03$; difference in $-2$ log-likelihood$_t=14.0$, $P<.001$).
### Table 1
Demographic and Illness History Variables (N=58)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age, y</td>
<td>14.5 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-SADS depression scale rating</td>
<td>28.6 (9.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-SADS mania scale rating</td>
<td>24.3 (9.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGAS rating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current (last 2 wk)</td>
<td>57.8 (11.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most severe past episode</td>
<td>44.9 (12.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest in prior year</td>
<td>59.7 (11.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| No. (%) |       |
| Sex |       |
| Female | 33 (56.9) |

| Race |       |
| African American | 1 (1.7) |
| Native American | 1 (1.7) |
| Asian/Pacific Islander | 1 (1.7) |
| Biracial | 3 (5.2) |
| Hispanic ethnicity | 3 (5.2) |
| Live with both biological parents | 26 (44.8) |
| Bipolar I | 38 (65.5) |
| Bipolar II | 6 (10.3) |
| Bipolar not otherwise specified | 14 (24.1) |

| Index mood episode |       |
| Depression | 18 (31.0) |
| Mania | 12 (20.7) |
| Mixed | 3 (5.2) |
| Subthreshold | 25 (43.1) |

| Comorbid disorders |       |
| Anxiety | 2 (3.5) |
| ADHD | 11 (19.0) |
| ODD | 7 (12.1) |
| Substance abuse or dependence | 0 (0.0) |

| Medication treatments at study entry |       |
| 1 mood stabilizer | 35 (60.0) |
| 2 mood stabilizers | 9 (15.5) |
| 1 atypical antipsychotic | 34 (58.6) |
| 2 atypical antipsychotics | 7 (12.1) |
| Adjunctive antidepressant | 13 (22.4) |
| Adjunctive anxiolytic | 3 (5.2) |

<p>| Type of mood stabilizer at study entry |       |
| Divalproex sodium | 7 (12.1) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lithium</td>
<td>21 (36.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamotrigine</td>
<td>3 (5.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbamazepine</td>
<td>1 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxcarbazepine</td>
<td>13 (22.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topiramate</td>
<td>3 (5.17)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Type of antipsychotic at baseline**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Antipsychotic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aripiprazole</td>
<td>10 (17.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risperidone</td>
<td>8 (13.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quetiapine</td>
<td>21 (36.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olanzapine</td>
<td>4 (6.9)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: ADHD, attention deficit hyperactivity disorder; CGAS, Children’s Global Assessment Scale; K-SADS, Kiddie Schedule for Affective Disorders and Schizophrenia; ODD, oppositional defiant disorder.

a None of these variables significantly distinguished between the psychosocial treatment groups or sites, based on Mantel-Haenszel \( \chi^2 \) and 2-way analysis of variance tests.

b Refers to scores collected at entry into the study, covering the worst 1- to 2-week period in the previous 3 months.

c Adolescents with subthreshold index mood episodes had at least 1 to 2 weeks in the past 3 months with Adolescent Longitudinal Interval Follow-up Evaluation mania or depression scores ≥3 and <5.
Table 2
Rates of Completed Outcome Assessments Across Treatments

| Months Following Randomization | No. of Patients |  |  |
|-------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                               | FFT-A | EC | No. (%) |
| 3                             | 30    | 28  | 58 (100) |
| 6                             | 27    | 25  | 52 (89.7) |
| 9                             | 26    | 24  | 50 (86.2) |
| 12                            | 25    | 23  | 48 (82.8) |
| 18                            | 21    | 19  | 40 (70.0) |
| 24                            | 18    | 18  | 36 (62.1) |

Abbreviations: EC, enhanced care; FFT-A, family-focused treatment for adolescents.